
The JCR Guide to Rustication at Lady Margaret Hall and Returning to College 

About Suspension 

It isn’t spoken about all that much, but actually rusticated students are much more common than 

you would think. While the term rustication is often used interchangeably with suspension, 

rustication technically refers to being suspended on disciplinary grounds, whereas most Oxford 

students suspend for other reasons, with medical issues being one of the most common. There are 

other reasons for suspending too, such as feeling unhappy with your course and wanting to take 

time out to consider whether it’s the right course and/or the right university for you. This guide will 

attempt to cover all types of suspension, and provide college specific advice and contacts for people 

considering suspending and/or returning to Lady Margaret Hall after suspending. 

I’m considering suspending – who in college can I discuss this with? 

If rustication is something that you’re considering due to poor health (mental or physical) or for 

another reason – there are several people who you can talk to around college about it. There is of 

course your personal tutor who is always there to help, particularly if your health problems have 

impacted upon your academic work. The JCR Academic Affairs Officer’s role has been expanded to 

include responsibility for suspended students, so they will be able to offer advice and signpost you to 

university wide resources. You can also talk to any of the peer supporters – all of whom have official 

training from the University Counselling Service, either of the JCR Welfare officers or the Junior 

Deans. The College Nurse, the Tutor for Welfare and the college chaplain will also be very happy to 

talk to you about it. 

What will happen if I decide to suspend my studies? 

You will need to set up a meeting with the Senior Tutor, where she will talk you through the process 

and give you a document to look over, and to return signed if you decide to rusticate – if you are 

feeling nervous you are allowed to have the Academic Affairs and Suspended Students Officer come 

to the meeting with you to make sure you are being treated fairly. If you are suspending for medical 

reasons you will also need to get a medical certificate, normally from your GP, though if you have 

been seeing a specialist regularly they may be able to write it instead. This will need to be passed on 

to the Senior Tutor. Once you have suspended you are allowed to remain in your room in college for 

up to a week, after this you will have to move out – there is more information on accommodation 

later on in the leaflet. 

What rights do I retain while I’m suspended? 

Lady Margaret Hall is relatively good for welfare of suspended students, compared to many other 

Oxford colleges. You are allowed to come into college while you are suspended, and at the discretion 

of the librarian are also allowed to use the library. You are also allowed to keep your bod card, so 

can still access many of the Oxford libraries, though when you return you will be given a new card 

with your new graduation date. 

How long will I suspend for? 

The average length of suspension is 3 terms, but this is dependent on many factors – for example if 

you have been behind on academic work before you suspend you may ask to repeat that term to 



catch up on work the following year, or if you are not well enough to return when you are scheduled 

to, you may suspend your studies for longer – college will help you work out the right amount of 

time for you. You also don’t have to have a definite plan of when you are going to come back when 

you suspend, the college are very flexible with changing the date of return so long as you give them 

updates every now and then about how you’re doing and roughly when you think you’ll be ready to 

return, and they will talk to you to make sure that you come back to your degree at the right time for 

you. 

Can I stay in Oxford while I’m rusticated? 

After you suspend your studies you are usually given one week to move out college, which may 

sound harsh but is actually very generous compared to most other Oxford colleges. You cannot stay 

in college while you are suspended – most students stay with their parents during their period of 

rustication, but this is not a possibility for everyone. If you wish to stay in Oxford while rusticated 

then you will need to find somewhere to live – there are a number of websites which are extremely 

good for this (linked below) and surprisingly a week is usually enough time to find somewhere to live 

in Oxford. Rent prices for a single room start at around £450/month in Oxford, and you can apply for 

the college hardship fund (through grants committee) if you need any help paying a deposit and/or 

your first month’s rent. The Student Advice Service can also help a lot with plans to stay in Oxford – 

they can give you advice on leases, on finding a job and/or applying for benefits if you are unable to 

work. Staying in Oxford for your rustication period is very much a possibility. 

Am I guaranteed college accommodation when I return from rustication? 

No, unfortunately the college cannot guarantee accommodation for you when you return if you 

return part way through the year – often there will be a room available, but the college cannot 

reserve a room for returning students as holding an empty room would raise the rent prices for 

everyone else at the college. However the college will find you accommodation somewhere, 

sometimes in an annex belonging to another college, or something similar. However if you are 

starting back at the beginning of an academic year you will be able to participate in the ballot or be 

allocated a fresher room in the normal way – you will be able to ballot with your current year  

Are there any requirements I need to fulfil to be allowed to come back? 

You will need to show the college that you are medically and academically fit to return – if you 

suspended on medical grounds you will need the doctor/specialist you have been seeing most 

regularly during your period of suspension to write a letter to one of the College Doctors, who can 

then write a medical certificate to say you are medically fit to return. As far as academic 

requirements go, often if you return at the beginning of a term you will be asked to achieve 2:1s in 

your collections – this is simply to ensure that you won’t be stressed due to being behind on work 

after time away from your degree rather than being a punishment. It would be a good idea to 

discuss any academic requirements for your return with the Senior Tutor and any medical 

requirements with the Tutor for Welfare before you suspend your studies. 

I’m feeling nervous about coming back to college after suspending 

This is totally understandable – it can be a scary thing to return to college after being away for a 

while. Once again there are many people who you can talk to about this – your friends in college, 



anyone involved in the welfare system/mentioned in the who to talk to section, there is also the 

Suspended Students Campaign (known informally as SusCam) who you can talk to as most of them 

have rusticated themselves at some point so will be able to understand very well how you are 

feeling – they are also always happy to help throughout the process of suspension. 

I’ve fulfilled all my requirements and have returned to college – what now? 

Congratulations! You should be reregistered in your new year group (keep an eye on your Student 

Sign-On) and receive a new bod card with your new year of graduation. If you are living out of 

college you should receive a fob (as is standard for members of college living out). You can still talk 

to the Academic Affairs and Suspended Students Officer, the senior tutor and any of the other 

welfare people in college if you are having any issues with work, health, or settling into a new year 

group – while returning is a really positive step, it still can be hard and it is totally okay to ask for 

help during the adjustment period (or at any other time). 

Resources/links 

In college: 

Nurse and Welfare Adviser: anne.harpin@worc.ox.ac.uk 

Welfare Fellow: helen.barr@lmh.ox.ac.uk 

Senior Tutor: senior.tutor@lmh.ox.ac.uk 

Chaplain: chaplain@lmh.ox.ac.uk 

Deans:  aziz.aboobaker@zoo.ox.ac.uk 

Junior Deans: sapna.sinha@lmh.ox.ac.uk and vania.pinto@lmh.ox.ac.uk 

Academic Affairs and Suspended Students Officer: jcr.academicaffairs@lmh.ox.ac.uk 

Disabilities Officer: jcr.disabilities@lmh.ox.ac.uk 

Male Welfare Officer: jcr.malewelfare@lmh.ox.ac.uk 

Female Welfare Officer: jcr.femalewelfare@lmh.ox.ac.uk 

 

OUSU: 

Student Advice Service: 

Website: https://www.oxfordsu.org/wellbeing/student-advice/ 

Email: enquiries@oxfordsu.ox.ac.uk 

Suscam: 

Blog: https://suscam.wordpress.com/ 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/suspendedstudents/ 

Housing Websites 

https://www.spareroom.co.uk/flatshare/Oxford 

https://www.dailyinfo.co.uk/oxford-accommodation 

 https://www.gumtree.com/property-to-rent/oxford 

Job Websites 

http://www.dailyinfo.co.uk/jobs 

http://www.admin.ox.ac.uk/tss/ 
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